THE SYSTEM OF CRITERIA FOR FEATURE INFORMATIVENESS
ESTIMATION IN PATTERN RECOGNITION

Context. The task of automation of feature informativeness estimation process in diagnostics and pattern recognition problems is solved. The object of the research is the process of informative feature selection. The subject of the research are the criteria for feature informativeness estimation.

Objective. The research objective is to develop the system of criteria for feature informativeness estimation which enables to compute informativeness of interdependent feature sets.

Method. The system of criteria for feature informativeness estimation is proposed. The proposed system is based on the idea that feature significance is computed according to spatial location of observations of different classes (size of changing of output parameter).

The developed criteria system enables to estimate individual and group feature informativeness in classification and regression problems in situations when initial data samples contain redundant and interdependent features as well as observations with missing values. The proposed criteria don’t require to construct models based on the estimated feature combinations, in such a way considerably reducing time and computing costs for informative feature selection. Application of the proposed criteria for estimation and selection of informative features allows to reduce structural complexity of synthesized diagnosis and recognition models, to raise its interpretability and generalization ability due to removing of insignificant, interdependent and redundant features in diagnostics and pattern recognition problems.

Results. The software which implements the proposed system of criteria for feature informativeness estimation and allows to select informative features for synthesis of recognition models based on the given data samples has been developed.

Conclusions. The conducted experiments have confirmed operability of the proposed system of criteria for feature informativeness estimation and allow to recommend it for processing of data sets for pattern recognition in practice. The prospects for further researches may include the modification of the known feature selection methods and the development of new ones based on the proposed system of criteria for individual and group feature informativeness estimation.
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NOMENCLATURE

ceil(Δ) is a function which gives the least integer that is greater than or equal to the given value Δ;
M is a number of features in the sample of observations S;
P is a set of features (attributes) of observations in the given sample;
p* is a feature set which is estimated;
pqm is a value of the m-th feature (attribute) of the q-th observation \((m = 1, 2, ..., M, q = 1, 2, ..., Q)\);
Δmp(q, qmpV) is a quantity which computes distance along axis of feature pm between an observation qs and its nearest neighbor observation qmpV which belongs to the other class;
Δmp(q, qpsame) is a quantity which computes distance along axis of feature pm between an observation qs and its nearest neighbor observation qpsame which belongs to the same class;
ρ(pm = pmpV) is a probability of the situation when a feature pm has value pmpV from the l-th range of its values on condition that output parameter has value lq;
ρ(pm = pmpV) is a probability of the situation when a feature pm has value pmpV from the l-th range of its values on condition that output parameter has value lqs;
Q is a number of observations in the given sample of observations S;
S is a sample of observations (training sample);
V(p*) is an informativeness of a feature set p*;
V(pm) is an informativeness of a feature pm;
V(pqm) is a partial individual informativeness of a feature pm towards an observation qS;
V(p*, qs) is a partial group informativeness of a feature set p* \(\subseteq P\) towards an observation qS.
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combination, which characterizes researched objects, processes or systems [1–4]. The known feature selection methods [5–7] allow to extract combinations of informative features from initial data samples, removing insignificant and redundant characteristics. It simplifies process of diagnosis and recognition model synthesis and also improves its generalization and approximating abilities.

Feature selection methods generally use prognostication or classification error obtained by the model which was constructed using estimated data set as criterion of feature set informativeness estimation for searching of the most informative feature combination [3, 8–16]. Such approach needs significant computational and time costs of resources, because it is connected with computationally complex procedure of model synthesis which should be performed for every estimated feature set. Besides it feature selection result, which is a combination of features with the largest informativeness, depends on the type of model used for estimation.

Informational criteria (Information Gain, Gini Index, Entropy etc.) [3–6] don’t require to perform computationally complex procedure of mathematical model synthesis for estimation of feature set informativeness. However such criteria suppose that features of initial data sample are independent [17, 18]. Therefore it is difficult to use such criteria in practice and it is unsuitable for situations when features in initial samples are interdependent and redundant. The described shortcomings cause actuality of the development of the criteria system for feature informativeness estimation, which is free from these drawbacks.

The research objective is to develop the system of criteria for feature informativeness estimation which enables to compute informativeness of interdependent feature sets.

1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Suppose we have data sample \( S = \{P, T\} \), which consists of \( Q \) observations. Every observation is characterized by values of attributes \( P_{q1}, P_{q2}, \ldots, P_{qM} \) and output parameter \( T_q \). Then the problem of informative feature selection can be ideally [1, 7] stated as searching for the feature combination \( P^* \) from the initial data sample \( S = \{P, T\} \) with minimum value of the given criterion of feature set quality estimation: \( V(P^*) = \min_{X \in XS} V(Xe) \).

2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

As stated above, different criteria of individual and group feature significance estimation [1–8, 17–20] are known at present.

Pair correlation coefficient [7] is widely used for estimation of individual significance, when investigated feature and output parameter values are continuous. However such a criterion allows to estimate availability and closeness of the connection between two parameters only when it is linear.

Informational criterion [1, 6, 7] and criterion which is based on feature entropy computation use informational approach for estimation of individual feature significance. Such criteria in contrast to pair correlation coefficient enable to estimate also closeness of nonlinear connection between features [6, 7]. However information theory is based on the assumption that system state probability values are known. For practical tasks solving, probabilities should be evaluated based on statistical data and are stochastic quantities. Therefore evaluated values can be considered as accurate only for input data samples \( S = \{P, T\} \) of infinitely large size [6, 7].

It is significant that criteria based on the informative approach suppose that features of the sample \( S = \{P, T\} \) are independent. That is why such criteria are hardly applied for solution of practical tasks, where training samples contain interdependent features [1, 6, 7].

In the papers [17, 18] it was proposed to compute feature significance based on the Relief method, which allows to estimate informativeness of interdependent features based on geometrical location of features in the sample \( S = \{P, T\} \). But such criteria allowed to estimate only individual significance of features and could not be used for estimation of feature set informativeness.

Criteria based on the informative approach (information-theoretical criterion, feature set entropy etc.) are applicable for evaluation of group feature informativeness [1, 7, 8]. However such criteria have the same disadvantages as criteria which are applied for individual informativeness estimation. Furthermore possibility of usage of such criteria is based on the assumption that patterns which define classes of the sample \( S = \{P, T\} \) are normally distributed.

Errors of models, which are synthesized using estimated feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \), are often used for estimation of group informativeness in solving of feature selection problem. Such approach is characterized by significant computational and time costs of resources during feature selection. It is caused by high computational complexity of model synthesis procedure which should be performed for every estimated feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \) and makes it difficult to use the known feature selection methods in practice [1, 7, 9].

Thus disadvantages of the known criteria of individual and group significance estimation cause actuality of the development of criteria system for feature informativeness estimation which should be free from the discovered drawbacks.

The described shortcomings cause actuality of the development of the criteria system for feature informativeness estimation, which is free from these drawbacks.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

As mentioned above, it is difficult to use informational criteria [1, 5, 7, 8] in practice for estimation of individual and group feature informativeness because such criteria suppose mutual independence of features of initial data sample. At the same time practicable data samples as a rule contain interdependent features and if such features are used for synthesis of diagnosis or recognition model, then model approximating and generalization properties and its
interpretability are getting worse and model structural complexity is increasing. Moreover possibility of usage of such criteria in practice is based on the assumption that patterns, which form classes of the sample \( S = < P, T > \), are normally distributed. In the developed criteria system it is proposed to estimate feature informativeness according to spatial location of observations of different classes (size of changing of output parameter). In contrast to criteria proposed in the papers [17, 18] and allowing to estimate individual feature informativeness for classification problem, the developed criteria system enables to estimate also group feature informativeness for classification and regression problems.

Let’s define conceptions of individual and group informativeness.

Definition 1. Individual informativeness \( V(p_m) \) of a feature \( p_m \) is a quantity which characterizes correlation between feature \( p_m \) and output parameter \( T \).

Definition 2. Group informativeness \( V(p^*) \) of a feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \) is a quantity which characterizes correlation between feature set \( P^* \) and output parameter \( T \).

Definition 3. Partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \) of a feature \( p_m \) towards observation \( s_q \in S \) is a quantity which characterizes quality of class separation (or quality of interval separation of output parameter \( T \) for discrete values of output parameter \( T \)) for observations which are the nearest to \( s_q \) along the axis of feature \( p_m \).

Definition 4. Partial group informativeness \( V(p^*, s_q) \) of a feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \) towards observation \( s_q \in S \) is a quantity which characterizes quality of class separation (or quality of interval separation of output parameter \( T \) for discrete values of output parameter \( T \)) for observations which are the nearest to \( s_q \) in feature space \( P^* \).

For estimation of individual and group informativeness the following characteristics of training sample \( S = < P, T > \) should be taken into account: output parameter value type (discrete with the given number of values, for example, in the task of two-class or multiclass recognition; real values of output parameter), presence of missed values (incomplete or undefined data) in data sample.

Criterion \( V(p_m) \) should be implemented for estimation of individual informativeness of features \( p_m \) in two-class recognition tasks. It is computed in the following way. At the beginning observations set \( S' \subset S \) (\( |S'| < |S| \)) is randomly selected from the given data sample \( S = < P, T > \).

Then partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \) is calculated for each observation \( s_q \) from the set \( S' \) and for each feature \( p_m \) using expression (1):

\[
V(p_{qm}) &= \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) - \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qsame}), \quad (1)
\]

where values of quantities \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) and \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qsame}) \) are calculated using expressions (2) and (3) accordingly:

\[
\Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) &= |p_{qm} - p_{qmoth}|, \quad (2)
\]

\[
\Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qsame}) &= |p_{qm} - p_{qsame}|. \quad (3)
\]

Characteristics \( p_{qmoth} \) and \( p_{qsame} \) represent values of the m-th feature for observations which are the nearest to \( s_q \) and belong to the other or the same class correspondingly:

\[
s_{qoth} = \min_{t_q \neq s_{qoth}} |p_{qm} - p_{qmoth}|,
\]

\[
s_{qsame} = \min_{t_q = s_{qsame}} |p_{qm} - p_{qsame}|.
\]

At that normalized values of features \( p_{qm} \) are used for computation of values of quantities \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) and \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qsame}) \), allowing to reduce values of estimations \( V(p_{qm}) \) and \( V(p_m) \) to the range \([-1;1]\) which is easily interpretable.

Usage of formulas (1)-(3) for estimation of partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \) is based on the assumption that greater values of feature informativeness correspond to situations with better sample division into classes. Hence the farther observation \( s_q \) of class \( t_q \) is situated on the feature axis \( p_m \) from the nearest observation \( s_{qoth} \) of the other class \( t_{qoth} \neq t_q \), the greater is partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \). Analogously, the farther observation \( s_q \) is situated on the feature axis \( p_m \) from the nearest observation \( s_{qsame} \) of the same class \( t_{qsame} = t_q \), the lower is partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \).

After partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \) is estimated, individual informativeness values \( V(p_m) \) are calculated for each feature \( p_m \) of each observation \( s_q \in S' \subset S \) using expression (4):

\[
V(p_m) = \frac{1}{|S'|} \sum_{s_q \in S'} V(p_{qm}). \quad (4)
\]

Thus features with high values \( V(p_m) \rightarrow 1 \) of individual informativeness \( V(p_m) \) are considered as significant and informative towards output parameter \( T \), and features with low values \( V(p_m) \rightarrow -1 \) are considered as insignificant.
If input data sample \( S =< P, T > \) contains information about observations \( s_q \), which have missed values of some features \( p_{qm} \), then three approaches could be used.

Under the first approach observations with missed values of feature \( p_{qm} \) are not considered in computation of estimations of feature informativeness \( V(p_m) \). This approach has simple realization. However information presented in training samples is lost under it. Besides it some data samples \( S =< P, T > \) (for example, in medical diagnostic tasks, where some measured characteristics can be missed for the majority of patients) can contain vast majority of observations \( s_q \) for which values of some features were not measured because of absence of necessity (for example, parameters which characterize some specific illness) or because of difficulties (for example, measurement of some technical diagnostics object parameters needs special methods of destructive quality evaluation which result in changing of the measured product state to «out-of-specifications»). Usage of the first approach, where observations \( s_q \) with missed values are not considered, in such situations can give inadequate estimations of feature informativeness and as consequence incorrect results of feature selection procedure.

Under the second approach if there are observations \( s_q \) with missed values in the sample \( S =< P, T > \), then quantities \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) and \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{same}) \), which are used for evaluation of partial individual informativeness estimations \( V(p_{qm}) \), should be calculated using formula (5):

\[
\Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) = 1 - \frac{1}{N_{\\text{int}}(p_m)}.
\]

At that \( s_{qoth} \) is the nearest observation to observation \( s_q \) with the other or the same output parameter value. Formula (5) is used instead of formulas (2) and/or (3) in situations when value \( p_{qm} \) of feature \( p_m \) isn’t defined for one observation from observations \( s_q, s_{qoth}, s_{same} \).

\( N_{\\text{int}}(p_m) \) is a number of different values (if feature \( p_m \) has the given limited number of discrete values) or number of intervals into which feature spread was divided (if feature \( p_m \) has real values from the given range).

Under the third approach quantity \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) is measured using estimated probability that observations \( s_q \) and \( s_{qoth} \) (\( s_{qoth} \) or \( s_{same} \)) have different values for the given feature \( p_m \) instead of using formula (5):

\[
\Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) = 1 - p(p_{qm}, T_q)\).
\]

where probability \( p(p_{qm}, T_q) \) is calculated based on the sample data \( S =< P, T > \) using formula (7):

\[
p(p_{qm}, T_q) = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{N} \rho(T_l) \cdot \Delta p_m(s_q; s_l)}{\sum_{l=1}^{N} \rho(T_l)},
\]

where \( N \) is a number of observations in data sample \( S =< P, T > \) with value of feature \( p_m \) equal to \( p_{qm} \) and with value of output parameter \( T \) equal to \( T_q \); \( N(T_q) \) is a number of observations in data sample \( S \) with value of output parameter \( T \) equal to \( T_q \); if both observations \( s_q \) and \( s_{qoth} \) have undefined value of feature \( p_m \), then estimation \( \Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) is calculated using expression (8):

\[
\Delta p_m(s_q; s_{qoth}) = 1 - \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{N_{\\text{int}}(p_m)} p(p_m, T_{qlm}) p(p_m, T_{qlm})}{N_{\\text{int}}(p_m)}.
\]

Formulas (6)–(8) take into account density of distribution of feature values \( p_m \) among observations of sample \( S =< P, T > \) and allow to take into account estimated probability that features \( p_m \) have the given values \( p_{lm} \) for feature informativeness estimation \( V(p_m) \).

If it is necessary to select informative features for multiclass recognition tasks (output parameter \( T \) can have different values \( T_q \) from the set \( T' \), \( |T'| > 2 \)), then feature informativeness estimations \( V(p_m) \) can be calculated using formulas (1)–(8). At that observation \( s_{qoth} \) is selected as observation with minimal distance from observation \( s_q \) along axis of the estimated feature \( p_m \) and with the other class value \( T \): \( s_{qoth} = \min_{T_{qlm}} |p_{qm} - p_{qoth}| \).

Also for multiclass recognition tasks (\( |T'| > 2 \)) average distance from the set \( S_q \) to the nearest observations belonging to every possible class \( t_l \in T' \) should be used instead of distance to observation which is the nearest to the observation \( s_q \) and has the opposite value of class \( T \). In that case partial individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \) of feature \( p_m \) should be estimated based on the expression (9), which is average distance between observation \( s_q \) and its nearest neighbor observations with the opposite classes, weighted by class frequency of the sample \( S =< P, T > \):

\[
\Delta p_m(s_q; S_q) = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{N} \rho(T_l) \cdot \Delta p_m(s_q; s_l)}{\sum_{l=1}^{N} \rho(T_l)}.
\]
In the expression (9) quantity \( \Delta P_m(s_q; s_l) \) determines distance along axis of feature \( p_m \) between observation \( s_q \) and its nearest neighbor observation \( s_l \in S_q^{*} \) with output parameter value \( t_l \in T, t_l \neq t_q \), \( p(t_l) \) is a probability that observations of sample \( S = < P, T > \) are characterized by class \( t_l \) (is estimated as ratio of number of sample observations \( N(t_l) \) with class to overall number of observations in sample ).

Then partial individual informativeness of feature can be calculated using formula (10):

\[
V(p_{qm}) = \Delta P_m(s_q; S_q^{*}) - \Delta P_m(s_q; s_{qsame}),
\]

and individual informativeness \( V(p_{qm}) \) of feature \( p_m \) is calculated using formula (4).

It is proposed to use criterion \( V(p^*) \) for estimation of group informativeness of feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \) based on data sample \( S = < P, T > \). This criterion is computed in the following way. At the beginning observation set \( S' \subseteq S \) \(|S'| < |S|\)) is randomly selected from the given data sample \( S = < P, T > \) to reduce number of computing operations. After that partial group informativeness \( V(p^*, s_q) \) for the estimated feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \) is calculated for each observation \( s_q \in S' \) using formula (11):

\[
V(p^*, s_q) = \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qoth}) - \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qsame}),
\]

where quantities \( \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) and \( \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qsame}) \) determine distance in feature space \( P^* \) between observation \( s_q \) and observations \( s_{qoth} \) and \( s_{qsame} \) which are the nearest to \( s_q \) and have the other and the same class values correspondingly. Distances \( \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) between observations \( s_q \) and \( s_{qoth} \) (\( s_{qoth} \) or \( s_{qsame} \)) can be computed using formulas (12)–(14) which are metrics for evaluation of Euclidean, Hamming and Minkowski distances correspondingly [1, 6, 7] (at that \( \omega \) is a parameter which is set by user):

\[
\Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qoth}) = \sqrt{\sum_{p_m \in P^*} (p_{qm} - p_{qoth,m})^2},
\]

\[
\Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qsame}) = \sum_{p_m \in P^*} |p_{qm} - p_{qsame,m}|.
\]

Normalized values of features \( p_{qm} \) are used for evaluation of quantities \( \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qoth}) \). Group informativeness \( V(p^*) \) of feature set \( P^* \subseteq P \) is calculated as average value of sum of partial informativenesses

\[
V(p^*, s_q) = \frac{1}{|S'|} \sum_{s_q \in S'} V(p^*, s_q).
\]

If some observations \( s_q \) have missed values of features \( p_{qm} \), then quantities \( \Delta P^*(s_q; s_{qoth}) \) can be estimated by analogy with expressions (5)–(8) used for individual feature informativeness estimation.

It is proposed to use expressions presented above for estimation of individual \( V(p_m) \) and group feature informativeness \( V(p^*) \) in selection of informative features for regression problems (output parameter \( T \) can have different values \( t_q \) from spread \( T \in [t_{min}, t_{max}] \)). At that initial spread \( T \in [t_{min}, t_{max}] \) of output parameter \( T \) should be divided into \( N_{int}(T) \) intervals. Then estimations \( V(p_m) \) or \( V(p^*) \) should be evaluated using formulas (1)–(14).

It is important to consider how to choose number \( N_{int}(T) \) of intervals into which initial spread \( T \in [t_{min}, t_{max}] \) of output parameter \( T \) should be divided. If expert set acceptable level of precision \( \varepsilon_n \) for applied problem with numerical data determined as sample \( S = < P, T > \), then interval number \( N_{int}(T) \) can be evaluated using formula (15):

\[
N_{int}(T) = \cei \left( \frac{1}{2 \varepsilon_n} \right).
\]

This formula allows to divide spread of output parameter \( T \) in such a way, that normalized width of every interval \( \Delta T \) shouldn’t exceed quantity \( \varepsilon_n : \Delta T \leq \varepsilon_n \). At that value of output parameter \( t_q \) of estimated observation \( s_q \) is mapped onto interval \( [t_{min}, t_{max}] \) for diagnosis and recognition models construction and also for feature informativeness estimation.

Thus the developed criteria system for feature informativeness estimation proposes to evaluate feature significance according to spatial location of observations of different classes (size of changing of output parameter). The proposed criteria system enables to estimate individual
and group feature informativeness for classification and regression problems in situations when initial data samples contain redundant and interdependent features as well as observations with missing values. The proposed criteria don’t require to construct models based on the estimated feature combinations, in such a way considerably reducing time and computing costs for informative feature selection. Application of the proposed criteria for estimation and selection of informative features allows to reduce structural complexity of synthesized diagnosis and recognition models, to raise its interpretability and generalization ability due to removing of insignificant, interdependent and redundant features for diagnostics and pattern recognition problems.

4 EXPERIMENTS

The proposed system of feature informativeness estimation for pattern recognition was integrated into the diagnosis model synthesis software system as corresponding module [21]. This module is implemented for informative feature selection in data sample reduction stage.

Numerical experiments for solving of informative feature selection problem for vehicle recognition [22] were held for investigation of efficiency of the proposed estimation criteria system application in practice.

Every vehicle was presented by images which were gotten from highway video cameras. Every image was in color mode of shades of gray. Whole training sample contained 10,000 images. Image areas where vehicle was situated were identified by recognition system. Areas which were obtained for every image in such a way were displayed into a matrix of 128x128. Object graphic information was encoded using 26 characteristics. Besides that for formation of training sample image data were classified by experts in 6 classes:

– state «not recognized» (class 0);
– motocyclist image (class 1);
– passenger car image (class 2);
– truck image (class 3);
– bus image (class 4);
– image of minibus or minivan (class 5).

Software system of diagnosis model synthesis should perform synthesis of set which consists of 5 models to recognize vehicles of the given classes. Every model should recognize vehicles of corresponding type. For each model training sample was formed. Every training sample contains 10,000 observations which have values of 26 features and 1 output parameter (does observation belong to the considered class or no?).

It was necessary to estimate group informativeness of training sample feature subsets at the beginning of application of the considered mechanism of diagnosis model synthesis in data reduction process. Feature informativeness estimation criteria system proposed in the paper was applied for this purpose. Hamming distance was used for calculation of group informativeness. After that it was necessary to select subset of training sample features which were used by software system for recognition.

Feature selection stage for the other considered methods (Principal Component Analysis, Group Method of Data Handling, Canonical Method of Evolutionary Search, Method of alternately Adding and Removing of Features, Multiagent Methods with Indirect and Direct Connection between Agents) was realized according to its special mechanism. Maximum power of feature sets obtained by these methods was limited to 12.

By application of the developed mathematical support and software the tasks of informative feature selection and diagnosis model synthesis were sequentially solved.

Recognition was realized using neural network of direct propagation which contains 3 neurons on the first layer and 1 neuron on the second layer, uses logistic sigmoid activation function of neuroelements and weighted sums as discriminant functions.

Numerical study of the developed software system application based on the proposed estimation criteria system and the traditional feature selection methods was held. For comparison of the study results the following comparison criteria set was developed:

– number \( k \) of features which were selected as informative and are in sample after reduction;
– recognition error \( E \), which is computed as ratio of incorrectly recognized observations to the total number of observations in sample;
– operating time \( T \), which is needed by method to achieve an acceptable solution.

At that the first criterion is a relevant estimation for each specific version of informative feature selection problem (for example, when only passenger cars are recognized). When recognition results are averaged for several classes (for example, vehicles of several types), value of this criterion should be stricken off the results.

In recognition tasks it is important not only to evaluate overall recognition error level \( E \), but also to evaluate recognition error levels for observations of corresponding class. So if there are two classes: 1 – observations belonging to images of passenger cars, and 2 – correspondingly observations which don’t belong to images of passenger cars, then after recognition the following subsets can be formed: \( C_1 \) which consists of observations belonging to the first class and recognized as belonging to the same class, \( C_2 \) which consists of observations belonging to the first class and recognized as belonging to the second class, \( C_{12} \) which consists of observations belonging to the second class and recognized as belonging to the first class, \( C_{22} \) which consists of observations belonging to the second class and recognized as belonging to the same class. Then recognition error for observations of the first class \( E_1 \), and the second class \( E_2 \) can be calculated as following:

\[
E_1 = \frac{|C_{12}|}{|C_{11}| + |C_{12}|}.
\]

\[
E_2 = \frac{|C_{21}|}{|C_{21}| + |C_{22}|}.
\]

Probabilistic optimization realization of the majority of the researched methods causes necessity of results averaging, therefore search was realized 100 times during numerical research, and then averaged values of comparison criteria were calculated.
5 RESULTS

Table 1 presents computed values of comparison criteria for the proposed and known informative feature selection methods in vehicle recognition task. The results represent recognition of vehicles of passenger cars class.

Distribution of recognition error, depending on the number of features (feature subset dimensionality) selected for recognition, is presented in the Figure 1.

Estimations of group informativeness of subsets with corresponding numbers of features for the class of passenger cars are presented in the Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Feature selection method</th>
<th>Values of comparison criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis (PCA)</td>
<td>0.0412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH)</td>
<td>0.0358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Canonical Method of Evolutionary Search (CMES)</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Method of alternately Adding and Removing of Features (MARF)</td>
<td>0.0471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Multiagent Method with Indirect Connection between Agents (MMICA) (Ant Colony Optimization for Feature Selection)</td>
<td>0.0198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Multiagent Method with Direct Connection between Agents (MMDCA) (Bee Colony Optimization for Feature Selection)</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Criteria System of Features Informativeness Estimation for Feature Selection (CSFIEFS)</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimations of group informativeness of feature subsets, selected for recognition by the methods listed in the Table 1, are presented in the Figure 3.

Distribution of recognition error over the classes defined by formulas (16) and (17) for passenger cars is presented in the Figure 4.

The recognition results obtained for application of all investigated methods for recognition of all types of vehicles are presented in the Figure 5.

Averaged comparison criteria values computed for the proposed (CSFIEFS) and the known informative feature selection methods in recognition of all vehicle classes are presented in the Table 2.

Table 1 – The results of application of informative feature selection methods for passenger cars recognition

Figure 1 – Graph of dependence between recognition error and feature number

Figure 2 – Estimations of group informativeness of subsets selected for recognition by the methods listed in the Table 1.

Figure 3 – Distribution of recognition error over the classes defined by formulas (16) and (17) for passenger cars.

Figure 4 – Distribution of recognition error over the classes defined by formulas (16) and (17) for all types of vehicles.

Figure 5 – Recognition results obtained for application of all investigated methods for all types of vehicles.
Figure 2 – Graph of dependence between group informativeness of feature subset and feature number

Figure 3 – Diagram of group informativeness of the selected feature subsets
Figure 4 – Diagram of passenger cars recognition error distribution

Figure 5 – Graph of dependence between recognition error obtained by the investigated feature selection methods and class number
6 DISCUSSION

Comparison results, presented in the Tables 1 and 2, show that the lowest recognition error value of 0.0181 on average for all vehicles was obtained by the proposed method. Diagram, presented in the Figure 4, also shows acceptable recognition error level when it is divided into two components which correspond to every output feature value (0.0176 and 0.017).

At that PCA (618 sec) and MARF (2262 sec) operated considerably quicker (by a factor of 4.5 and more) than other traditional researched methods, however, its recognition error was the largest too. The proposed method showed speed (799 sec) comparable with these methods. It is caused by the fact that it didn’t require model synthesis using data sample which is sufficiently computationally complex and long process. It allows to use the proposed feature informativeness estimation criteria system specifically under conditions of limited time and resources and also when feature selection is separated to the individual stage of decision making and its operating time gets additionally importance.

As shown in Table 1, the lowest number of features (10) for passenger cars recognition was selected by CMES, MMICA and CSFIEFS proposed in the paper. Every method reduced the sample by 61.5%.

But at the same time as shown in Table 1 (recognition errors of 0.0219, 0.0198 and 0.0172), each method selected different informative feature subsets from the overall set, though these subsets had the same power. Data, represented in the Figure 3, show that estimated group informativeness of feature subsets selected by each method allowed to get estimation which correlates with recognition error. So it can be stated that criteria system proposed in the paper is informative and can be used for decision making.

CSFIEFS allowed to get the lowest recognition error (0.0172) among all feature subsets which were proposed by the researched methods and consist of 10 elements. It corresponds to effective feature set selection and to effective recognition problem solution.

Dependence, presented in the Figure 1, is made from feature subsets of different power. Every subset allowed to get the lowest recognition error among all subsets of the same power. This dependence shows that the most optimal solution is a subset which consists of 10 elements.

Graph, presented in the Figure 2, shows dependence between group informativeness and size of sets which were defined in a way described for the previous dependence. At that this graph shows that the proposed informativeness criteria allow to estimate subsets in a way relevant to recognition error.

Thus the proposed criteria system for feature informativeness estimation in pattern recognition allows to efficiently solve the problem of informative feature selection, leading to effective solution of the pattern recognition task. At that in comparison with traditional informative feature selection approaches based on the error criteria this process has quicker realization, lower recourse requirements and provides the lowest recognition error.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the actual task of automation of feature informativeness estimation process in diagnostics and pattern recognition problems was solved.

Scientific novelty of the paper is in the proposed criteria system of feature informativeness estimation. The proposed criteria system is based on the idea that feature significance is computed according to the spatial location of observations of different classes (size of changing of output parameter). The developed criteria system enables to estimate individual and group feature informativeness in classification and regression problems in situations when input data samples contain redundant and interdependent features as well as observations with missing values. The proposed criteria don’t require to construct models based on the estimated feature combinations, in such a way considerably reducing time and computing costs for informative feature selection. Application of the proposed criteria for estimation and selection of informative features allows to reduce structural complexity of synthesized diagnosis and recognition models, to raise its interpretability and generalization ability due to removing of insignificant, interdependent and redundant features for diagnostics and pattern recognition problems.

Practical significance of the paper consists in the solution of practical problems of pattern recognition. Experimental results showed that the proposed criteria system allowed to estimate individual and group informativeness of features and it could be used in practice for solving of practical tasks of diagnostics and pattern recognition.
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СИСТЕМА КРИТЕРІІ ОЦІНЮванНЯ ІНФОРМАТИвНості Ознак ДЯЛ РозпізнаванНя ОбРазУВ

Актуальність. Вирішено задачу автоматизації процесу оцінювання інформативності ознак при розв’язанні завдань діагностикування та розпізнавання образів. Об’єкт дослідження – процес відбору інформативних ознак. Предмет дослідження – критерії оцінювання інформативності ознак.

Мета роботи полягає в створенні системи критеріїв оцінювання інформативності ознак, що дозволяє обчислювати інформативність наборів взаємозалежних ознак.

Метод. Запропоновано систему критеріїв оцінювання інформативності ознак. Запропонована система передбачає визначення значущості ознак виходячи з просторового розташування екземплярів різних класів (діапазонів змін значень вихідного параметра). Розроблена система дозволяє оцінювати індивідуальну і групову інформативність ознак при вирішенні задач класифікації і рекресії в умовах, коли вихідні вибірки даних містять надлишкові і взаємозалежні ознаки, а також екземпляри з пропущеними значеннями. Запропоновані критерії не вимагають побудови моделей на основі оцінювань комбінацій ознак, що стійкі зміни часу і обчислювальні витрати в процесі вибору ознак. Використання запропонованих критеріїв для оцінювання та відбору інформативних ознак дозволяє при вирішенні завдань діагностикування та розпізнавання образів зміцнювати структурну складність синтезованих діагностичних і розпізнавальних моделей, підвищувати їх інтенсивність і узагальнюючої властивість за рахунок виключення малозначущих, взаємозалежних і надлишкових ознак.

Результати. Розроблено програмне забезпечення, що реалізує запропоновану систему критеріїв оцінювання інформативності ознак і дозволяє виконувати відбір ознак для синтезу розпізнавальних моделей на основі завдань наборів даних.

Висновки. Проведені експерименти підтвердили працездатність запропонованої системи критеріїв оцінювання інформативності ознак і дозволяють рекомендувати її для використання на практиці при обробці масивів даних для розпізнавання образів. Перспективи подальших досліджень можуть полягати в модифікації існуючих і розробці нових методів відбору ознак на основі запропонованої системи критеріїв оцінювання індивідуальної і групової інформативності.

Ключові слова: вибірка даних, розпізнавання образів, відбір ознак, критерії інформативності, індивідуальна інформативність, групові ознаки.
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СИСТЕМА КРИТЕРИЕВ ОЦЕНЩИВАНИЯ ИНФОРМАТИВНОСТИ ПРИЗНАКОВ ДЛЯ РАСПОЗНАВАНИЯ ОБРАЗОВ

Актуальность. Решиена задача автоматизации процесса оценивания информативности признаков при решении задач диагностирования и распознавания образов. Объект исследования – процесс отбора информативных признаков. Предмет исследования – критерии оценивания информативности признаков.

Цель работы заключается в создании системы критериев оценивания информативности признаков, позволяющей вычислять информативность наборов взаимозависимых признаков.

Метод. Предложена система критериев оценивания информативности признаков. Предложенная система предполагает определение значимости признаков исходя из пространственного расположения экземпляров разных классов (диапазонов изменения значений выходного параметра). Разработанная система критериев позволяет оценивать индивидуальную и групповую информативность признаков при решении задач классификации и регрессии в условиях, когда исходные выборки данных содержат идентичные и взаимозависимые признаки, а также экземпляры с пропущенными значениями. Предложенные критерии не требуют построения моделей на основе оцениваемых комбинаций признаков, что существенно снижает временные и вычислительные затраты в процессе отбора информативных признаков. Использование предложенных критериев для оценивания и отбора информативных признаков позволяет при решении задач диагностирования и распознавания образов понижать структурную сложность синтезируемых диагностических и распознающих моделей, повышать их интерпретируемость (понимаемость человеком) и обобщающие способности за счет исключения малозначимых, взаимосвязанных и избыточных признаков.

Результаты. Разработано программное обеспечение, которое реализует предложенную систему критериев оценивания информативности признаков и позволяет выполнять отбор информативных признаков для синтеза распознающих моделей на основе заданных наборов данных.

Выводы. Проведенные эксперименты подтвердили работоспособность предложенной системы критериев оценивания информативности признаков и позволяют рекомендовать ее для использования на практике при обработке массивов данных для распознавания образов. Перспективы дальнейших исследований могут заключаться в модификации существующих и разработки новых методов отбора признаков на основе разработанной системы критериев оценивания индивидуальной и групповой информативности признаков.

Ключевые слова: выборка данных, распознавание образов, отбор признаков, критерий информативности, индивидуальная информативность, групповая информативность.
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